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Lawyer Discipline
G dal Pont
LexisNexis 2020
PB $167.99

Abstract from LexisNexis
The swelling membership of the legal profession, coupled with progressively wider concepts
of misconduct in both practice and non-practice spheres, and greater visibility of disciplinary
determinations, have generated a burgeoning jurisprudence on the discipline of lawyers.
This book probes this jurisprudence, commencing with a principles-based approach as a
prelude to a dedicated treatment of disciplinary procedures. It then elaborates upon how
specific forms of misconduct translate into the disciplinary sphere. Its subject matter
accordingly targets the boundaries of ethical legal practice, which in turn makes it directly
relevant to legal practitioners, regulatory and professional bodies, and disciplinary tribunals.

Mediation Skills & Techniques
N Alexander & L Boulle
3rd ed LexisNexis 2020
PB $109.00

Abstract from LexisNexis
Mediation Skills and Techniques provides expert guidance on the practical operation of the
mediation process, with particular reference to the skills and techniques that can be used by
mediators to assist parties in their decision-making. It deals systematically with all aspects of
mediation procedure, covering a wide range of planning, precautionary and trouble-shooting
methods relevant for practice. Skills and techniques are correlated with the National
Mediator Accreditation Standards.

Marketing and the Law
M Bender
6th ed LexisNexis 2020
PB $132.00

Abstract from LexisNexis
This text is designed to enable those in business, lawyers, and students to ascertain and
understand the key legal principles that apply to the marketing of goods and services. Drawn
from a broad range of areas of law, aspects of marketing covered include the manufacture,
packaging, labelling, promotion, distribution, and retailing of goods and services. The
discussion includes numerous case examples, diagrams and flowcharts to support learning.

Brooking on Building Contracts

D Cremean
6th ed LexisNexis 2020
HB $279.99

Abstract from LexisNexis
Written by experts in building and construction law, Brooking on Building Contracts provides
litigators and contractors with reliable and practical information on disputed building and
engineering contract matters. This sixth edition examines contemporary issues and practices
and includes all the recent cases of any significance from both Australia and New Zealand. It
gives special and detailed attention to contractual principles that are especially applicable to
building contracts, including suspension of works, prolongation, delay, liquidated damages
and substandard workmanship. This book also explores current practice in alternative
dispute resolution in building contracts.

